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The Crank Manifesto 

Don’t be afraid, don’t give up, press on! 

Write, plan, and write better! 

There is a moment when cracks in the structure of power are visible, and in that period of time you                    

must see, not turn away. The work starts by seeing. 

There might be some sort of a Commission formed, where they have all the best of intentions. But                  

it was a mistake. A big and serious problem in society because their mandate is an act of war                   

against society. Something is wrong, on so many levels that it was hard to pick the worst. The                  

banality of evil trick almost everybody, disguised as always in a bigger cloth: Us. Good. Truth.                

Justice. Right and Wrong. 

The task is to think, analyze and understand these words, the language of power and read                

between the lines. 

The task is to believe in something, even if you have to sacrifice everything.  

Your understanding is good, true, just, right and wrong for You.  

You are democracy, community and the state. All will see the commission for correction of errors to                 

be evil. Working to have all see lay on the one who sees. The goal and object is no reason to go                      

blind. 

Crank is the axle in the system, dirty and powerless. Repeating rhythms instigate the machine, the                

core in the lives we live together. A crank believes in living together, a crank must live in a society.  

A crank is a human first and foremost a social being. 

A crank is part of the whole. 
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A crank knows its value. 

A crank knows it is strong. | A crank knows it is weak. 

A crank knows it exists because of free will. Any crank can turn away, a crank refuses to act after                    

having seen, thought and understood. To defend a mistake, is to repeat the mistake.  

I have decided to close down the Commissions because I realised its flaws, recognized the cloth                

and stirred evil in the eye.  

The crank is not politics. Cranks are political. 

The crank is not a revolution. Cranks are revolutionary change management. 

The crank is not silent. Cranks are energy. 

When cranks work the rhythm of change and has a goal, will upheavals from the future be yours to                   

grab. Nature is not deniable, energy flows freely, and a crank has goals and purpose. All comes                 

from seeing, analyzing and understanding. Information is never enough. The well of knowledge will              

never replace the will of a crank. Even if there is opposition.  

A crank is not afraid of opposition.  

A crank yields opposition. | Opposition is love.  

Fighting the theater of manipulation will not force this crank to recruit to politics. When letters to the                  

editor are not enough, the proposal you must rethink. Thoughts are planted in culture. Crank is                

written. Crank is agitation. Crank is the sublime fight to win. Maybe a crank will use new tools,                  

change direction and strategy, channels for a different time. Result is the same, result is a function                 

of all cranks crank in the bigger crank we know.  

 

 


